GENERALIZED FIXED POINT THEOREM
A fixed point theorem for multivalued mappings with closed, convex and bounded values in an uniformly convex Banach space is presented. The result is related to a fixed point theorem for single-valued mappings due to Melvin [5] and to a fixed point theorem for multivalued mappings in Hilbert space due to Kisielewicz for te R + and n = 2,3,... . If p n (t) •-0 for each fixed t> 0, then©(t)<t for each t>0 and therefore <p( t) «--0 as t •--0. Proof. If t£j»(-t) for some t>0, then mono^onicity gives jp(t)^ 9»(p(t); and, by induction t<p n (t) for all n>0.
Lemma 2. Let A be a nonempty, closed subset of uniformly convex Banach space Y and let X be a mstric space. Suppose that a multivalued mapping G : X* A »-»-C3( A) IS 8ucn that Let (xn) be a sequence in X converging to x(. Sihce
then ty (ii) and continuity of g we obtain
It was proved by Banks and Jacobs ([l], Lemma 5.2) that if a multivalued mapping S: T•-OB(Y)
, where T is a first countable topological space ard (Y,l»l) is a uniformly convex Bansch spacs, is continuous, then there is a unique continuo'is function s: T •-puch that
We need the following consequence of this result. Lemma 3. Lat X be a metric space and let A be a nonempty, closed subset of uniformly convex Banfeoh space (Y,l»l). Suppose that a multivalued mapping Hs X«-»CB(A) and a function g: X»-»-A are contiguous. Then there exists a unique continuous function h: X <--A puch that (2) h(x) e H{x), Since K is compact then there is a number Ifl^O such that |g(x) -uj«; l for all xeK. By Lemma 2 a mapping G.j :'K -CB(A) dwfinaJ by G^x) = G(x,g.|(x)} is continuous. Therefore, Lemma 3 implies the existence of a unique continuous function ggsKt-A such that g2(x) c G(x,g.,{x)), |g2(x) -g.,(x)| = d(g.,(x) ,G(x,g.,(x))) n=1 fixed t> 0
Thus for a given u 0 e A there is uniquely determined iterative sequence (g n ) of continuous functions satisfying
for all x c K. Since g n (x) e 5(x,g n^( i)) we have
Moreover, by the properties of g> and Lemma 1 we obtain
Then it is clear that P
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